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Abstract

Nowadays, there is a shift in the deployment model of Cloud and Edge applications. Applications are now deployed as a set of several small units communicating with each other – the microservice model. Moreover, each unit – a microservice, may be implemented as a virtual machine, container, function, etc., spanning the different Cloud and Edge service models including IaaS, PaaS, FaaS. A microservice is instantiated upon the reception of a request (e.g., an http packet or a trigger), and a rack-level or data-center-level scheduler decides the placement for such unit of execution considering for example data locality and load balancing. With such a configuration, it is common to encounter scenarios where different units, as well as multiple instances of the same unit, may be running on a single server at the same time.

When multiple microservices are running on the same server not necessarily all of them are doing actual processing, some may be busy-waiting – i.e., waiting for events (or requests) sent by other units. However, these “idle” units are consuming CPU time which could be used by other running units or cloud utility functions on the server (e.g., monitoring daemons). In a controlled experiment, we observe that units can spend up to 20% - 55% of their CPU time waiting, thus a great amount of CPU time is wasted; these values significantly grow when overcommitting CPU resources (i.e., units CPU reservations exceed server CPU capacity), where we observe up to 69% - 75%. This is a result of the lack of information/context about what is running in each unit from the server CPU scheduler perspective.

In this paper, we first provide evidence of the problem and discuss several research questions. Then, we propose an handful of solutions worth exploring that consists in revisiting hypervisor and host OS scheduler designs to reduce the CPU time wasted on idle units. Our proposal leverages the concepts of informed scheduling, and monitoring for internal and external events. Based on the aforementioned solutions, we propose our initial implementation on Linux/KVM.

1 Introduction

Recently, more and more Cloud and Edge customers are switching from deploying their applications as a monolith to the microservice model, in which applications are deployed as an ensemble of different small units – the microservices, which communicate with each other over the network. Virtualization is used as a core technology to power the microservices, enabling many of them to run on the same machine in isolation, thus securely, even when they belong to different Cloud or Edge customers.

Each microservice can be implemented as a virtual machine, container, function, etc., spanning IaaS, PaaS, and FaaS deployments. IaaS uses “heavyweight” full-fledged virtual machines (VM) while FaaS relies on “lightweight” VMs, such as microVMs [5]. A FaaS VM runs a very limited number of tasks (potentially, only one function) compared to a IaaS VM that may run several applications.

A critical component of a virtualization platform is the scheduler. In both IaaS and FaaS, the hypervisor or host OS-level scheduler plays a key role to achieve high throughput and low I/O latency and meet service level objectives (SLOs). However, several research works pinpoint that current hypervisor or host OS-level schedulers do not perform as expected when faced with specific workloads. For instance, facing mix workloads composed of CPU and I/O intensive tasks, the scheduler exhibits priority inversion issues[18, 34] and unnecessary I/O stalls[19]. Another problematic workload consists of spinlock intensive applications which experience the lock holder and the lock waiter[21, 30, 36, 37, 40] preemption. When analysing these issues, we observe that their root cause is the scheduler hierarchy combined with the black box nature of VMs, which introduces a semantic gap. The guest level scheduler thinks that it directly controls the hardware, whereas the hardware is controlled by the hypervisor or host OS, which in turn is not aware of the decisions taken by the guest software.

In this paper, we demonstrate for the first time that the same kind of problems severely reduce the number of microservices that can be co-placed on the same server, or drastically increase their serving latencies. Due to insufficient knowledge about the microservices running in VMs and the obliviousness of the way microservices communicates, current hypervisor or host OS-level schedulers lead to the issue that we call avoidable latencies between microservices’ triggers, or events, and their actual execution. For example, in a FaaS scenario, when Firecracker[1] faces the execution of a chain of functions on the same physical server, the scheduler do not consider functions’ nature to affect execution order, thus resulting in unpredictable trigger and execution times (see §2). We noticed that servers tend to spend a great amount of time fairly scheduling the different functions, while they are barely waiting for inputs – up to 75% of functions’ total CPU time in a controlled experiment.

Background & Related Work. When no virtualization is involved, an operating system (OS) scheduler running on
bend-metal decides what task executes next on the available processing units. Traditional OSes adopt a fair scheduling algorithm that guarantees an "equal" time of execution per task[9]. On a server that uses virtualization, two or more schedulers are stacked: the bottom-level hypervisor’s or host OS’ scheduler (e.g., credit in Xen), and the upper-level guest OS’s scheduler (e.g., CFS in Linux). The bottom-level scheduler acts similarly to OS schedulers running on bare-metal except that, instead of tasks, it deals with virtual CPUs (vCPUs). In most of the cases, the guest OS is a black-box – hence, the bottom-level and upper-level scheduler do not communicate.

Several research works attempt to address issues related to hierarchical scheduling both in bare-metal and virtualized systems.

In bare-metal OSes, existing works examine scheduling issues, focusing on thread blocking. Scheduler activations [4], which introduced N:M scheduling decades ago, provide a kernel-user mechanism to make the user-level scheduler switch to another user-level thread when a user-level thread blocks in the kernel. Although there is no virtual machine involved, it solves a hierarchical scheduling problem. Linux Futex[11, 16], is more recent kernel-user mechanism – without VMs, that inform the kernel about the spinning state of an application – thus, avoiding wasting CPU resources.

Regarding IaaS, some approaches either exploit vCPUs migration between pCPUs to reduce I/O workloads stalls [19], ballooning to reduce priority inversion issues [34], or combining CPU hardware features to reduce the cost of vCPUs context-switches [18]. Teabe et al. [35] modified both the hypervisor and the guest OSes schedulers such that, a guest OS scheduler schedules a task that wants to take a lock only if the remaining quantum is enough to perform the critical section, thus avoiding both the lock holder and the lock waiter preemption problems. Regarding FaaS, research works tend to focus on inter-server scheduling policies for dispatching functions among worker nodes to improve load balancing and data locality [20, 31, 42]. To the best of our knowledge, no work targets intra-server scheduling issues in FaaS.

Overall, prior works require significant modifications of the guest OS level scheduler and are rigid, i.e., they are tightly related to a specific issue. Thus, cannot correctly handle diverse scenarios. We argue that a more generic approach is needed to handle constantly changing workloads as encountered in IaaS and FaaS environments today – e.g., microservices scenario. Besides, we think that it is urgent to address this problem as nested virtualization is gaining in popularity[26].

Finally, other solutions to the hierarchical scheduling problem span from flattened scheduling to introspection and guest live-modifications [7, 10, 12, 33] or include runtime scheduler extensions, such as proposed by Small et al. [33], by extOS [7], or Ipanema [25]. This work builds on those.

**Contribution.** In this paper, we propose a redesign of the traditional hypervisor, or host OS, scheduling in data centers, which include (a) accompanying VMs/tasks with contextual knowledge about their working model, for example in terms of network activity; (b) monitoring VMs/tasks for events that change their internal and external state. The redesign is motivated by a campaign of experiments targeting microservices implemented in FaaS (§2), whose experimental results are explained in §3. We discuss several possible approaches while unveiling our design (§4) and conclude in §5.

## 2 Motivations

To fully understand the problem at hand, we set up a controlled experiment that aims at highlighting the core issues with scheduling. To this aim, we chose to trigger the execution of several inter-dependent workloads on a server. Inter-dependent workloads are extensively deployed in data centers, including microservices, tenants I/O-bound applications, parallel multiprocessing (e.g., MapReduce or MPIs) jobs, machine learning training jobs, etc.

We arrange our microservice workloads to be implemented as FaaS. Our choice is motivated by the growing interest in both industry and academia on FaaS. FaaS-based applications consist of several functions that are called in sequence or graph. FaaS platforms mainly involve scheduling event handlers and the running functions. Most FaaS platforms (e.g., OpenWhisk[29], Firecracker, Knative[24]) support the concept of chain or pipeline of functions (\( F_{i, i = 1, ..., n} \)), where after the trigger of the first function in the chain (\( F_1 \)), the remaining functions are sequentially and automatically triggered. Usually, the payload of function \( F_{i, i = 1} \) in a chain, includes the output of \( F_{i-1, i = 1} \). These chains are often used to express workflows use cases\(^1\) and represent up to 31% of serverless functions in the Cloud\(^2\).

However, when faced with several chains of functions on a single server, especially on an overcommitted server, scheduling becomes a cumbersome task (at the hypervisor or host OS -level). How chains should be prioritized among each other to achieve agreed service-level latencies? The complexity is exacerbated when (micro-)VMs\(^3\) are used to host functions (which is the case with AWS Lambda) due to the blackbox nature of VMs. To assess this problem, we design the following experiment(s).

### 2.1 Experimental Scenario

Despite microservices naturally run on several different machines – i.e., distributed, it is the case that the microservices part of a single workflow may be placed by a data-center scheduler on a single machine. Hence, and also in order to better quantify the problem at end, we herein focus on chains of microservices on a single server. To ease deployment, we decided to use Amazon Firecracker. However, we believe that the same results apply to other VM technologies, such as Kata Containers[22]. Lately, in Section 2.2, we reassess our results within a FaaS container-based scenario.

\(^1\)Checkout some examples at: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3862625

\(^2\)When compared to containers
We chose chains of 5 and 3 microservices based on [14], which states that 82% of all use cases consist of applications that use five or less different functions. Specifically, we compute 2 chains applications. The first one performs image processing and consists of 5 image processing functions (blurring, edging, resize, gamma, and sepia filtering) to generate a thumbnail, and the second one performs online compiling with gg[15] and does a 3-stage compilation of a hello world in C (denoted make) and llvm build. Our applications come from the ServerlessBench suite[41].

We are interested in the following function-level metrics: ① the latency between the trigger and the start of the chain execution (trigTime), ② the inter function latency (avgInterTime), and ③ the total chain execution time (execTime).

For the image processing application, the input images are read and stored from/to AWS S3.

We then repeat the same experiment with the image processing application whilst increasing the number of colocated chains, which are all triggered at the same time. The number of colocated chains goes from 0 to 50. Additionally, for every run, we collect the following low-level scheduling metric. ④ the idle time inside each micro-VM created during the experiment (idleTime) i.e., the overall time a micro-VM is scheduled on a CPU but the function within it cannot do any processing either because it awaits an I/O, or it awaits input from another function as illustrated in Figure 1.

**Experimental Setup.** For a fair evaluation, we run the colocated related experiments under two network tail latency scenarios; the first — local network — the functions run in a a1.metal server on AWS EC2 whilst the second — remote network — the functions run in our in-lab server (see below), thus the network latency to AWS S3 are higher compared to the first situation.

The server that we used in our lab is a PowerEdge R430 with an Intel Xeon E5-2620 v4 (8 cores/16 hyperthreads at 2.10GHz), 16 GB memory, 1TB hard drive, and 2 NetXtreme BCM5720 1Gbps. On AWS EC2, an a1.metal server instance has 16 physical cores (Custom built AWS Graviton Processor with 64-bit Arm Neoverse n1), 32 GB memory, and up to 10Gbps network bandwidth. The two servers run Linux 4.19.0-13-amd64 and microVMs are powered with Firecracker v0.24.0. Thus, we experiments cover a CPU overcommit ratio (vCPU:pCPU) of 1:1, 3:1, 6:1, as supported in production environments[8, 23, 27, 32, 38].

2.2 Experimental Results

Figure 2 and 3 presents our evaluation results. On a single chain invocation (2), we observe that the units CPU idle times ratio ranges between 16% to 27% of the total CPU time used by the application. These numbers worsen whenever we increase the over commitment ratio.

![Figure 1. Illustration of micro-VMs idle times. Micro-VMs b and c running Func2 and Func3 respectively, are scheduled even though they await Func1 output which has not finished running. This results in wasted CPU time.](image1)

![Figure 2. Total CPU times, idle CPU times, and average inter trigger times for 2 pipelines: image processing and online compiling.](image2)

As shown in Figure 3, the total execution time of the image processing chains hugely increases with the number of parallel invocations, ranging from 28.3s up to 83.4s with the in-lab setup and 20s up to 78.52s with the a1.metal setup, thus an overhead of 2.97x and 3.92x for in-lab and a1.metal respectively. The observed overhead is a result of bad scheduling decisions which lead micro-VMs to being scheduled while the function within it cannot do any processing. Indeed, the average micro-VMs idle times ratio³ as shown in Figure 3-c ranges from 20.18% to 75.31% with the in-lab setup and 18.25% to 69.25% with the a1.metal setup, thus an increment factor of 3.73x and 3.79x for the in-lab and a1.metal setup respectively. These idle times undermine chain trigger times (Figure 3-a) and intra-chain function trigger times (Figure 3-d), which overall affects the total chains’ execution times.

**What about containers?** As someone would expect, the observed wasted CPU cycles are curtailed when running microservices within containers (OS-level virtualization). Since a container is a set of OS’ processes, the OS scheduler has more insight on whether a process is for example spinning or awaiting some external event, therefore, it is in the position to reduce the idle times’ ratio. We confirmed that by rerunning the same experiments introduced above using Apache OpenWhisk[29] in standalone mode (v1.0.0). Apache OpenWhisk is an open source FaaS platform that leverages Docker

---

³The average time it takes to schedule the next function in the chain

4The input images are 256KB and 1MB in size

³With respect to each micro-VM total runtime
containers to run functions. We observed container idle time ratios ranging from 17.8% to 31.6% (over commitment experiment), thus a lower CPU time waste ratio compared to micro-VMs.

Despite containers are known to be less secure than (micro-) VMs – in fact, FaaS providers (such as Azure Functions) which run functions inside containers, stack them into VMs for security purposes [39], and Amazon runs a function per micro-VM, both containers and (micro-) VMs are part of Cloud and Edge providers offering today. Our experiments show that both technologies are prone to the same scheduling-related issue, while the effect is more demarcate on the "more secure" technology.

3 Unfolding the Puzzle

As already mentioned, what we identified with these experiments is not fully new in the virtualization realm, but another instance of a known problem: the existence of a semantic gap between the scheduler in the hypervisor/host OS, and the scheduler in the VM (or what the application does, in the case of containers). The same problem manifested before in the OS literature, as early as when user-level threading has been integrated with kernel-level threading – e.g., schedule activations [4]. Herein, we are addressing the same high level problem(s), but with a broader scope – i.e., not restricted to inactive VMs that just busy wait. At the same time we propose to use existing contextual information, in this case, how several microservices are chained together and the data that they exchange.

Our work is based on the followings observations.

- First, a microservice may not be doing any useful processing (idle or inactive) not just when it is busy waiting.
- Second, we noticed that with microservices, which communicate mostly with network packets, it is straightforward to identify what events may turn an idle or inactive microservice into an active one.

We further dig into these two issues below.

I may sleep! Microservices are commonly scheduled with an interactive and fair scheduling algorithm on a single machine, such as CFS in Linux, or credit scheduler in Xen. Microservices can be implemented atop an operating system, e.g., in containers, or as guest VM deployed as a unikernel, or within a traditional operating system with full or stripped operating environment, which is what we used in our evaluation (microVM).

Independently of the deployment, a vCPU that is busy waiting on a spinlock can be de-scheduled until the target memory area is updated – this has been covered in previous literature [18, 19], and it doesn’t affect only VMs, with a full and stripped down operating system, but also unikernels, and containers whose applications exploits kernel-bypass technologies (e.g., DPDK/SPDK). In all such cases, for performance reasons, an application may busy waiting for events, without notifying any other level software.

However, especially when a traditional operating system runs a microservice, such microservice may not be processing any request and still no software is busy waiting. Instead, the software on the VM may carry on management tasks at the user or OS-kernel level, which may or may not include an idle loop. Hence, detecting software that is busy waiting is not the only way to conclude that a VM may be put to sleep waiting for an event. In fact, a VM may be also put to sleep right after the scheduler start scheduling the idle task, or when a microservice sends a response to a previous request. Obviously, the microservice software in the VM may also explicitly inform the scheduler – but this is not implemented yet, and it require trusting the microservice, which may be an attack vector.

Wake me up! Other than detecting when a VM doesn’t need to be scheduled because not doing any useful work, it is fundamental to identify when it should be put back to run. External events that may put back a VM into run are: modification of a memory area, modification of a device mapped area due for example to end of a data transfer (network packet, storage blocks, etc), device interrupt, timer interrupt, IPI (for SMP), management interrupt (ipmi, smbus, acpi, error, etc.). Some of these events have been demonstrated before that they can be postponed [3, 6], including timer interrupts in most of the

Figure 3. Colocated chains experiment: for every run, we plot the results obtained with our in-lab server and AWS EC2 a1.meta instance.
cases, while uniprocessor VMs have significantly less events – management interrupts are at a minimum for Cloud VMs. Although such events may be delayed or coalesced, they must be monitored, and the scheduler must know which particular set of events should put back a VM to run – such as a network request to a microservice. Thus, for the hypervisor or host OS scheduler, it must be possible to monitor such events and move a VM back to “normal” scheduling (e.g., to a CPU ready/run queue) when specific events happen. Finally, each VM is concern in specific events, which must be detailed at some level.

When focusing on network communication, which is the main way microservices use to communicate, the hypervisor or host OS scheduler should look up for packets flowing to and from the VM. Although this is possible with paravirtualized devices, or traditional network stack for containers, this become not obvious when SR-IOV or DPDK/SPDK are adopted, because such technologies are supposed to bypass the hypervisor or host OS. Finally, it is important to define a way to inform the scheduler about what events should wake up a microservice, and despite this can be done by the user itself, this maybe a security risk if not done in a controlled way.

**Key Takeaway.** To keep packing more and more microservices on the same machine, without largely affecting their service latency as shown by our experiments, we need to **re-think how scheduling works**. While what have been proposed previously in the literature may cover some cases, it is not enough to support the microservice scenarios presented here. Contextual information, which changes over time, must be obtained or provided to the hypervisor/host OS scheduler, which should be notified by what events are happening in the system. Finally, security shouldn’t be overlooked.

### 4 Approaches

We propose that scheduling decisions in a hypervisor, or host OS, should be taken by considering contextual information regarding the running software, especially when a semantic gap exists. In the microservice scenario, the contextual information consists in how different microservices are chained and what messages they exchange. At high level, we envision hypervisors’ or OS’ schedulers to be customizable per-schedulable-entity (or eventually, user). Customization is fundamental to reduce the priority of a schedulable entity [25, 28] – when it is not going to do any actual work, and increase the priority of the latter because it has suddenly received work. Scheduler customizations are not enough per-schedulable entity, additional mechanisms to identify idle or wake up events related to a VM/task are needed. Because identification mechanisms have been widely researched before, including VM and packet introspection [2, 10, 12], as well as machine learning [6], herein we focus on how the scheduler should be customized and how to communicate events to it. Lastly, due to our initial use-case scenario, chains of microservices that run in multi-tenancy environments, security is at the highest stake, and it has been given high consideration in our design.

To achieve our goal, is it really necessary to modify the hypervisor’s or OS’s scheduler? In fact, it is not strictly necessary to do that. In a KVM-like environment, a user-space control program may collect the contextual information, monitor the execution of the VMs for events, and change the scheduling priority of VMs accordingly. However, such solution likely has a very high overhead originating by the large amount of context switches between the control program, the kernel and the VM/task being monitored. Nevertheless, in a type-1 hypervisor scenario the control program maybe running in a DOM0-like VM, but there is no easy way to have such control program not affecting the hypervisor scheduler. Hence, we believe that the aforementioned mechanisms should be put into the hypervisor or host OS kernel itself – and not only for a performance reason. We foresee the following three approaches to informing the scheduler of contextual information.

**Approach 1: Directed by a trusted source.** A trusted source, i.e., the Cloud orchestrator, provides to a server together with the target VMs, the information that can be fed to the hypervisor or host OS scheduler. Thus, the information fed to the scheduler is not coming directly from the user and the host-OS or hypervisor can trust it.

The scheduling information may be provided in a manifest file, as a set of rules in a domains specific language, or as a precompiled program/plugin written in a restricted ISA (e.g., eBPF, WebAssembly). However, the former requires the development and deployment of a program to read and interpret the manifest file(s), while the latter an interpreter or JIT compiler for the safe execution of the code.

**Approach 2: Fully Collaborative.** Similar to the previous approach, but it is the VM that at runtime provides the contextual information to the hypervisor’s or host OS’ scheduler of the server. A major limitation of this approach is security. Security is at a stake here because the information provided by the VM itself is not fully trustable. The guests may use this as a vector to construct a DoS attack to the server.

**Approach 3: Learning.** The scheduler on the host OS, or hypervisor, instead of having the contextual information being provided, tries to reconstruct it itself, with a form of VM introspection. Specifically, it monitors the guest VM in order to identify if it is actually producing any observable external state (e.g., requesting or transmitting data to/from the user). The host OS or hypervisor uses such information to change the interactivity with the target VMs. This is similar to what interactive scheduling algorithms (the ones that consider IO when taking decisions) do, but applied to the problem of scheduling processes in a hierarchy scheduling environment. The main drawback of this method lies in the fact that if you don’t know the guest or cannot inspect it, this is not a viable option, e.g., encrypted VMs, such as AMD SEV.
4.1 Prototype Design

With the goal of oversubscribing CPU resources (3:1 and up) in microservice deployments, but without affecting the service latencies, we are developing an extensible hypervisor/host OS scheduler that can be customized at runtime, and the customization information are shipped together with the VM and automatically built by the Cloud provider. For the time being, we assume that the Cloud provider has a mechanism that either enforce the user to specify network request/response pairs or automatically recognize those (e.g., via learning). Because such information is provided by the Cloud provider, it is trustable and used on a server to identify sleep/wake up events and therefore extend the scheduler.

At the moment, we are targeting Linux/KVM and Firecracker microVMs. Hence, we decided to extend the Linux kernel scheduler (host OS) with eBPFs. eBPFs in the scheduler communicate with eBPFs in the network layer and by monitoring network packets enable better scheduling decisions. eBPF are forged by the Cloud provider based on the mentioned knowledge of request/response packet pairs. As the user is not involved in the creation of the eBPFs, we believe there are no adversarial security issues. Finally, we choose eBPF as a quick, highly-customizable solution with an increasing community\textsuperscript{[13, 17]}, but a similar technology, e.g., Webassembly, may be used.

5 Conclusion

We presented yet another scheduling-related problem in the host OS/hypervisor layer that manifests in modern Cloud and Edge data centers where applications are increasingly deployed within the microservice model. The problem is another instance of the issue of semantic gap where several layers of software are running on a single machines and there is no communication. Which is common for several reasons, including legacy support and security.

We highlight that such semantic gap can cost up to 69% or 75% wastage of CPU time, and investigate its root causes. Additionally, we sketch different approaches to solve this problem, which rely on the idea of providing additional context regarding each microservice, while outlining drawbacks of any approach in terms of security. Lastly, we describe a current work that aims at extending the host OS/hypervisor scheduler – Linux/KVM, via eBPF to get a runtime customizable scheduler, which can effectively detect when to sleep and wake up microservices.
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